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The Delhi Sultanate ruled northern India for over three
centuries. The era, marked by the desecration of temples and
construction of mosques from temple-rubble, is for many
South Asians a lightning rod for debates on communalism,
religious identity and inter-faith conflict. Using Persian and
Arabic manuscripts, epigraphs and inscriptions, Fouzia
Farooq Ahmad demystifies key aspects of governance and
religion in this complex and controversial period. Why were
small sets of foreign invaders and administrators able to
dominate despite the cultural, linguistic and religious divides
separating them from the ruled? And to what extent did
people comply with the authority of sultans they knew very
little about? By focusing for the first time on the relationship
between the sultans, the bureaucracy and the ruled Muslim
Rule in Medieval India outlines the practical dynamics of
medieval Muslim political culture and its reception. This
approach shows categorically that sultans did not possess
meaningful political authority among the masses, and that
their symbols of legitimacy were merely post hoc sociocultural embellishments.Ahmad's thoroughly researched
revisionist account is essential reading for all students and
researchers working on the history of South Asia from the
medieval period to the present day.
This book traces the evolution of theories of warfare in India
from the dawn of civilization, focusing on the debate between
Dharmayuddha (Just War) and Kutayuddha (Unjust War)
within Hindu philosophy. This debate centers around four
questions: What is war? What justifies it? How should it be
waged? And what are its potential repercussions?
The 15TH EDITION of GARDNER'S ART THROUGH THE
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AGES: A GLOBAL HISTORY, VOLUME II: Don't just show art
to your students; take them on a journey through history.
Author and award-winning scholar-professor Fred Kleiner
continues to set the standard for art history textbooks,
combining impeccable and authoritative scholarship with an
engaging approach that discusses the most significant
artworks and monuments in their full historical and cultural
contexts. The most widely read and respected history of art
and architecture in the English language for over 85 years,
the book's new 15th Edition includes nearly 200 new images,
new pedagogical box features, images that have been
upgraded for clarity and color-fidelity, revised and improved
maps and architectural reconstructions, and more. Over 40
reviewers - both generalists and specialists -- contributed to
the accuracy and readability of this edition. GARDNER's has
built its stellar reputation on up-to-date and extensive
scholarship, reproductions of unsurpassed quality, the
consistent voice of a single storyteller, and more online
resources and help for students and instructors than any
other art survey text. Important Notice: Media content
referenced within the product description or the product text
may not be available in the ebook version.
The authors of VOYAGES IN WORLD HISTORY never forget
that history is made up of the stories of people. Each chapter
of the text centers on a story -- a traveler‘s account that
highlights the book‘s main theme, the constant movement of
people, goods, and ideas. The travelers include merchants,
poets, rulers, explorers, soldiers, missionaries, and scholars,
and their voyages provide a framework for each chapter that
will capture students‘ interest and draw them into the stories
of the people, places, and events crucial to understanding
world history. Special features highlight connections across
chapters, societies, and periods, helping students understand
historical events in a global context. Available in the following
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split options: VOYAGES IN WORLD HISTORY, Third Edition
Complete, Volume 1: To 1600, and Volume 2: Since 1500.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the
ebook version.
This book presents a comprehensive survey of warfare in
India up to the point where the British began to dominate the
sub-continent. It discusses issues such as how far was the
relatively bloodless nature of pre-British Indian warfare the
product of stateless Indian society? How far did technology
determine the dynamics of warfare in India? Did warfare in
this period have a particular Indian nature and was it
ritualistic? The book considers land warfare including sieges,
naval warfare, the impact of horses, elephants and
gunpowder, and the differences made by the arrival of Muslim
rulers and by the influx of other foreign influences and
techniques. The book concludes by arguing that the presence
of standing professional armies supported by centralised
bureaucratic states have been underemphasised in the
history of India.
Oxford University Press is proud to present the most up-todate and comprehensive encyclopedia in this field. In three
illustrated volumes with more than 1,500 entries, the
Encyclopedia deals with all aspects of this important area of
study, ranging from the Middle East to Central Asia to
Southeast Asia and Africa as well as Europe and North
America. The Grove Encyclopedia of Islamic Art and
Architecture covers all subject areas including: artists, ruler,
writers, architecture, ceramics, sculpture, painting,
calligraphy, coins, textiles, and much more. The Encyclopedia
offers fully-updated articles and bibliographies that draw upon
the expansive scholarship of The Dictionary of Art, as well as
more than 500 plans, maps, diagrams, illustrations, and color
plates. This exciting reference work is accessible to scholars,
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students, and general readers, making it a reliable and
essential resource covering this topic of burgeoning
importance in world history and the visual arts.
This volume traces the second great expansion of the Islamic
world eastwards from the eleventh century to the eighteenth.
As the faith crossed cultural boundaries, the trader and the
mystic became as important as the soldier and the
administrator. Distinctive Islamic idioms began to emerge
from other great linguistic traditions apart from Arabic,
especially in Turkish, Persian, Urdu, Swahili, Malay and
Chinese. The Islamic world transformed and absorbed new
influences. As the essays in this collection demonstrate, three
major features distinguish the time and place from both earlier
and modern experiences of Islam. Firstly, the steppe tribal
peoples of central Asia had a decisive impact on the Islamic
lands. Secondly, Islam expanded along the trade routes of
the Indian Ocean and the South China Sea. Thirdly, Islam
interacted with Asian spirituality, including Hinduism, Sikhism,
Buddhism, Taoism and Shamanism. It was during this period
that Islam became a truly world religion.
The first textbook to present world history via social history,
drawing on social science methods and research. This
interdisciplinary, comprehensive and comparative textbook is
authored by distinguished scholars and experienced
teachers, and offers expert scholarship on global history that
is ideal for undergraduate students. Volume 1 takes us from
the origin of hominids to ancient civilizations, the rise of
empires, and the Middle Ages. The book pays particular
attention to the ways in which ordinary people lived through
the great changes of their times, and how everyday
experience connects to great political events and the
commercial exchanges of an interconnected world. With 65
maps, 45 illustrations, timelines, boxes, and primary source
extracts, the book moves students easily from particular
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historical incidents to broader perspectives, enabling them to
use historical material and social science methodologies to
analyze the events of the past, present and future.
NMIMS Programs After Twelfth (NPAT) is a national level
entrance exam conducted by SVKM’s Narsee Monjee
Institute of Management Studies (NMIMS) for admission to
BBA, BTech, BSc, BCom(Hons), MBA (Tech), BDes and
other Integrated course. The different programs are offered
by the various schools of NMIMS (9 Campuses) at Mumbai,
Shirpur, Bengaluru, Hyderabad, Navi Mumbai, Indore and
Dhule. The Mumbai campus offers all the programmes,
Shirpur campus offers BTech, MBA (Tech) and Bengaluru
campus offers BBA, BSc Finance and BSc Economics. Indore
and Navi Mumbai campuses offer only BBA. NMIMS is a
great college for BBA, with excellent faculty and teaching
standards, as well as a wonderful student network.
please find in Description.doc
Part One: The Historical, Social and Economic SettingDuring
the eight centuries covered in this volume, the new faith of
Islam arose in Arabia and gradually spread eastwards and
northwards, eventually affecting much of Central Asia, the
southern fringes of Siberia and the eastern regions of China.
These were also the centuries in which nomadic and military
empires arose in the heart of Asia, impinging on the history of
adjacent, well-established civilizations and cultures (China,
India, Islamic Western Asia and Christian eastern and central
Europe) to an unparalleled extent. Lamaist Buddhism
established itself inthe Mongolian region and in Tibet and
Islam among the Turkish people of Transoxania, southern
Siberia and Xinjiang. It was in Eastern Europe, above all in
Russia, that the Turco-Mongol Golden Horde was to have a
major, enduring influence on the course of the region's
history.
The present work is a broad survey of political, social,
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economic and cultural developments in India between 1206
and 1526. These three and a quarter centuries, called the
Delhi Sultanat, is sometimes seen as a dark age of war and
rapine in which little developments took place.
Cultural History Of Medieval India Is A Part Of The Series,
Readings In History. The Books In This Series Have Been
Edited And Put Together By Eminent Historians For Their
Students. This Anthology Of Readings Seeks To Explore
Indian Culture In The Medieval Period Through Five Themes:
Kingship Traditions, Social Processes Of Religious Devotion,
Inter-Cultural Perception, Forms Of Identities, And Aesthetics.
Written By Well-Known Scholars, The Eleven Essays In This
Book Present Sub-Cultures In Diverse Regional Settings Of
The Subcontinent. The Articles Suggest That Culture Does
Not Exist As Fragments Of The Great And Little , Or Classic
And Folk In Any Given Tradition. In Fact, Variants Within A
Given Tradition Interact With One Another And Assimilate
New Characteristics Over Time. These Interactions Also Take
Place Across Boundaries Of Different Religious And Cultural
Spheres, And In The Process, Give Meaning To The Notions
Of The 'Self' And The 'Other'. In An Attempt To Define The
'Other' One Discovers The 'Self'. These Readings Introduce A
New Way Of Understanding Medieval Indian History By
Engaging With Interdisciplinary Methods Of Research On
Issues That Are Significant To Everyday Existence In A Plural
Society Like That Of India. This Book Will Be Of Great Value
To Students Of History, As Well As To Other Readers
Interested In The Culture Of The Medieval Period In India.
The Vijayanagara rajas ruled a substantial part of the
southern peninsula of India for over three hundred years,
beginning in the mid-fourteenth century. During this epoch the
region was transformed from its medieval past toward a
modern colonial future. Concentrating on the later sixteenthand seventeenth-century history of Vijayanagara, this book
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details the pattern of rule established in this important and
long-lived Hindu kingdom that was followed by other, often
smaller kingdoms of peninsular India until the onset of
colonialism. Through an analysis of the politics, society, and
economy of Vijayanagara, the author addresses the central
question of the extent to which Vijayanagara, as a medieval
Hindu kingdom, can be viewed as a prototype of the polities
and societies confronted by the British in the late eighteenth
century. The book thus presents an understanding and
appreciation of one of the great medieval kingdoms of India
as well as a more general assessment of the nature of the
state, society, and culture on the eve of European colonial
rule.

This book is an analysis of the political and philosophical
foundations of the development of India's economy,
including discussions of what's gone wrong in the past
and what can be done to rectify it. The authors provide a
detailed analysis of the history and burning issues
derived from these historical analysis which are still
unresolved today. As well as this, there are analyses of
the political economy and both ancient and modern
historical perspectives.
Praise for the hardback edition: 'an impressively
scholarly and immensely detailed text... a welcome and
strongly recommended contribution to World History and
India History collections.' Library Bookwatch
"Recommended" -- Choice A History of Modern India
provides a comprehensive chronological analysis of
India's vibrant and diverse history. As well as examining
the evolution of the relationship between the society and
the state in its various economic, social, cultural and
political forms, A History of Modern India analyses the
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major empires in modern India from the Moghuls
(1580-1739) to the Raj (1818-1947), and discusses the
economic, social and intellectual dynansm that
accompanied intervening periods of political
fragmentation. The book explores the difficulties
confronting the rise of Indian nationalismand the
consequent confrontation between religious
communities: what should have been the crowning
victory of a pacifist anti-colonial movement was instead
brutally resolved with the violence of Partition in 1947.
In the field of medieval Indian historiography, an eightvolume magnum opus, History of India as Told by Its
Own Historians, by Sir Henry Myers Elliot (1808-53) and
the editor-compiler of his posthumous papers, John
Dowson (1820-81), was published from London between
1867 and 1877. These landmark volumes continue to
retain their popularity even nearly hundred and fifty years
later, and scholars still learn from and conduct their
research on the basis of this work. However, an
enterprise of this scale and magnitude was bound to
suffer from some serious shortcomings. An eminent
Indian scholar, S.H. Hodivala undertook the daunting
task of annotating Elliot and Dowson’s volumes and
worked through all the new material, selecting or
criticizing and adding his own suggestions where
previous comments did not exist or appeared unsuitable.
The first volume of Hodivala’s annotated Studies, was
published in 1939, while the second was published
posthumously in 1957. Over the years, while the work of
Elliot and Dowson has seen many reprints, and is even
available online now, Hodivala’s volumes have receded
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into obscurity. A new edition is presented here for the
first time. Hodivala also published critical commentaries
on 238 of about 2000 entries included in another very
famous work, Hobson-Jobson (London, 1886) by Sir
Henry Yule (1820-89) and Arthur Coke Burnell
(1840-82). These have also been included in the present
edition. These volumes are thus aimed at serving as an
indispensable compendium of both, Elliot and
Dowson’s, and for Yule and Burnell’s excellent
contributions of colonial scholarship. At the same time
these would also serve as a guide for comparative
studies and critical appreciation of historical texts. Please
note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or distribute the
Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal, Bhutan, Bangladesh
and Sri Lanka
Description: In this book Dr. K.L. Srivastava deals with
the Position of the Hindus under the Sultans of Delhi. In
the peculiar conditions of India in this period, the political
behaviour of Muslim rulers towards the Hindus was often
influenced by Muslim religious and constitutional
doctrines. In spite of the fact that there is dearth of
dependable data on several aspects of this problem, the
scholars have directly stated contradictory views. Under
such circumstances, a researcher feels handicapped at
arriving at exact conclusions. Confronting all these
difficulties, the author has scanned both Hindu and
Muslim sources and presented a compact and
comprehensive treatment of the subject. Wherever he
has divergent views from other writers, he cites sound
fads for proving the truth of his arguments. He has given
a detailed account of the employment of the Hindus in
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the State services, the condition of Hindu traders and the
mode of living of the Hindus in communities and
societies. Moreover the contribution of Sufi saints to the
propagation of Islam is also thoroughly expressed.
Comprising No. 14 in the People's History of India series,
published by Aligarh Historians Society in collaboration
with Tulika Books, this volume is devoted to the
economic and social history of India from the 13th to the
15th century. The book consists of three long chapters,
divided into numerous sub-chapters. The first chapter
describes the agrarian order during the main period of
the Delhi Sultanate (1206-1398), and the second the
urban economy and trading world of the same period.
The third chapter deals with the fifteenth century,
1398-1526, a period of political divisions. While
describing the economy and social structure in north
India during the century, the chapter pays special
attention to conditions in the Vijayanagara empire, which
flourished during this period in south India. A special
feature of the volume, as with others in the series, is the
inclusion of long extracts from sources and technical and
bibliographical notes appended to each chapter.
The first volume of The Cambridge History of Capitalism
provides a comprehensive account of the evolution of
capitalism from its earliest beginnings. Starting with its
distant origins in ancient Babylon, successive chapters
trace progression up to the 'Promised Land' of capitalism
in America. Adopting a wide geographical coverage and
comparative perspective, the international team of
authors discuss the contributions of Greek, Roman, and
Asian civilizations to the development of capitalism, as
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well as the Chinese, Indian and Arab empires. They
determine what features of modern capitalism were
present at each time and place, and why the various
precursors of capitalism did not survive. Looking at the
eventual success of medieval Europe and the examples
of city-states in northern Italy and the Low Countries, the
authors address how British mercantilism led to
European imitations and American successes, and
ultimately, how capitalism became global.
Crossroads and Cultures: A History of the World’s
Peoples incorporates the best current cultural history into
a fresh and original narrative that connects global
patterns of development with life on the ground. As the
title, “Crossroads,” suggests, this new synthesis
highlights the places and times where people exchanged
goods and commodities, shared innovations and ideas,
waged war and spread disease, and in doing so joined
their lives to the broad sweep of global history. Students
benefit from a strong pedagogical design, abundant
maps and images, and special features that heighten the
narrative’s attention to the lives and voices of the
world’s peoples. Test drive a chapter today. Find out
how.

In this volume, leading scholars provide essay-length
coverage of slavery in a wide variety of medieval
contexts around the globe.
The medieval period of Indian history is difficult to
define clearly. It may be perceived as the long phase
of India's transition from the ancient to the
immediately pre-colonial times. The latter period
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would naturally be imagined commencing from
Vasco da Gama's voyage round the Cape of Good
Hope in 1498, or, alternatively, the establishment of
the Mughal empire (1526). More definitely though,
the renewed Islamic advance into north India,
roughly from 1000 A.D. onwards leading to the rise
of the Delhi Sultanate (1206), can be held to mark, in
political and cultural terms, the beginning of the
medieval period. For the purpose of the Historical
Dictionary of Medieval India, the period from 1000
A.D. to 1526 A.D. will be considered India's medieval
times. The turbulent history of this period is told
through the book's chronology, an introductory
essay, a bibliography, and hundreds of crossreferenced dictionary entries on key people,
historical geography, arts, institutions, events, and
other important terms.
The "NTSE-NMMS/ OLYMPIADS Champs Class 8
Science/ Social Science " is a thoroughly revised &
comprehensive book written exclusively for class 8
students and covers syllabus of classes 6, 7 & 8.
The book provides learning of all the concepts
involved in the syllabus of NTSE/ NMMS/
OLYMPIADS exams. The book covers the 2 sections
conducted in these examination – Science and
Social Science. Salient features of the book: • The
book is prepared on content based on National
Curriculum Framework prescribed by NCERT. All the
text books, syllabi and teaching practices within the
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education programs in India must follow NCF.
Hence, NTSE-NMMS/ OLYMPIADS Champs
become an ideal book not only for the NTSE-NMMS/
OLYMPIAD Exams but also for strengthening the
concepts of the relevant class. • The Science
section has been divided into 3 parts - Physics,
Chemistry and Biology. There are 10 chapters in
Physics, 6 in Chemistry and 7 in Biology as per the
syllabus of the NTSE/ NMMS/ OLYMPIADS exams.
• The Social Science section has also been divided
into 3 parts - History, Civics and Geography. There
are 13 chapters in History, 9 in Geography and 8 in
Civics as per the syllabus of the NTSE/ NMMS/
OLYMPIADS exams. • The book provides sufficient
point-wise theory, solved examples followed by
FULLY SOLVED exercises in 2 levels. • The book
has the most comprehensive coverage as per the
latest syllabus of class 6, 7 & 8. • Maps, Diagrams
and Tables to stimulate the thinking ability of the
student. • The book also contains very similar
questions to what have been asked in the previous
NTSE/ NMMS/ OLYMPIADS examinations of Class
8. • There is an exhaustive range of thought
provoking questions in MCQ format to test the
student’s knowledge thoroughly. The questions are
designed so as to test the knowledge,
comprehension, evaluation, analytical and
application skills. Solutions and explanations are
provided for all questions. • The book covers new
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variety of Multiple Choice questions - Passage
Based, Assertion-Reason, Matching, Definition
based, Feature Based, Diagram Based and Integer
Answer Questions. • The book will act as a quick
revision of the complete syllabus of class 8.
Roy investigates the various factors that influenced
the formation and mobilization of military forces in
the region from 300 BC to the modern day.
From the beginning of the 2nd millennium AD
northern India began to fall under the sway of a
number of Muslim-Turkic rulers who, at the start of
the 13th century, founded the series of dynasties
known to history as the Delhi Sultanate. For three
centuries these sultans expanded their territory,
which led to a dramatic rise in the number of
fortifications throughout the subcontinent. This
period is the defining age of the Indian castle and the
combined influence of the Islamic and Hindu
architectural tradition lends these fortifications a
unique style. This book covers all the major sites of
the period including the fabled seven medieval cities
on the site of the present-day city of Delhi.
An account of the history of the social sciences since
the late eighteenth century.
VOYAGES IN WORLD HISTORY, BRIEF EDITION,
masterfully uses the theme of movement?the
journeys of peoples, ideas, and goods?to help
students make sense of the huge range of people,
places, and events throughout history. Each chapter
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is framed around the story of a person who traveled
within the time period and region under discussion.
Students can practice being critical readers by
evaluating the traveler's observations and attitudes.
A primary source feature, “Movement of Ideas,”
helps students develop the core skill of analyzing
sources by allowing them to compare multiple
explanations of significant ideas. This brief text
meets the needs of instructors who want a lively
narrative style without sacrificing the themes and
pedagogy that make world history understandable to
students; it is also ideal for instructors who want to
supplement a text with many primary sources.
Available in the following options: VOYAGES IN
WORLD HISTORY, BRIEF EDITION, 2nd Edition
(Chapters 1?32); Volume I: To 1600 (Chapters
1?16); Volume II: Since 1500 (Chapters 15?32).
Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not
be available in the ebook version.
This book seeks to reconstruct the past of undivided
Panjab during five medieval centuries. It opens with
a narrative of the efforts of Turkish warlords to
achieve control in the face of tribal resistance,
internal dissensions and external invasions. It
examines the linkages of the ruling class with
Zamindars and Sufis, paving the way for canal
irrigation and agrarian expansion, thus strengthening
the roots of the state in the region. While focusing on
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the post-Timur phase, it tries to make sense of the
new ways of acquiring political power. This work
uncovers the perpetual attempts of Zamindars to
achieve local dominance, particularly in the context
of declining presence of the state in the countryside.
In this ambitious enterprise, they resorted to the
support of their clans, adherence to hallowed
customs and recurrent use of violence, all applied
through a system of collective and participatory
decision-making. The volume traces the growth of
Sufi lineages built on training disciples, writing
books, composing poetry and claiming miraculous
powers. Besides delving into the relations of the
Sufis with the state and different sections of the
society, it offers an account of the rituals at a
prominent shrine. Paying equal attention to the
southeastern region, it deals with engagement of the
Sabiris, among other exemplars, with the Islamic
spirituality. Inclusive in approach and lucid in
expression, the work relies on a wide range of
evidence from Persian chronicles, Sufi literature and
folklore, some of which have been used for the first
time. Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or
distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka
Islamic culture, which is still vigorous in spite of its
great antiquity, set out to develop side by side a
vision of the individual and of the universe, a
philosophy and an art of living that can be seen in
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the impressive remains of its heritage that is an
essential part of the whole of humankind's. Halted for
a time by adverse historical conditions, this culture
none the less found the strength within itself to reemerge. Its fidelity to its roots does not prevent it
from keeping up with the times and participating in
contemporary forums and the stirring dialogue of
cultures. This series of volumes on the manifold
facets of Islamic culture is intended to acquaint a
very wide public with such matters as: the
theological bases of the faith and principles that
constitute the bedrock of the overall structure; the
status of the individual and of society in the Islamic
world; the expansion of Islam since the Revelation:
the Arab, Asian, African and European spheres
espousing the new faith and the way in which the
rights of converted peoples have been upheld; the
vital contribution of Islamic civilization to the
adventure of human knowledge in science and
technology; the educational and cultural
manifestations of Islamic civilization in literature, the
visual arts and architecture; finally, Islam today
between loyalty to its past and the inescapable
conquest of modernity.
This book provides an integrated view of the Delhi
Sultanate government from 1206 to 1526. It is
divided into two parts. The first part deals with the
political events and the dynastic history of the
Sultans and the second part with the administration,
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different land issues, social life including two major
religious movements and other cultural aspects
including architecture and sculpture. The growth of
the city of Delhi has been shown here perhaps for
the first time. Most of the books on Delhi Sultanate
mainly narrate the political events. Here other
aspects have been included to show the real
character of the Sultanate. It may be mentioned that
the English officials from the end of the eighteenth
Century had termed the medieval period of India as
a ‘dark age’ – a statement that has been accepted
by several Indian writers. It is to negate this view that
an integrated narrative has been provided here.
Please note: Taylor & Francis does not sell or
distribute the Hardback in India, Pakistan, Nepal,
Bhutan, Bangladesh and Sri Lanka
This book provides a political history of north India
under Afghan rulers in the late fifteenth and early
sixteenth centuries. Focusing on interconnections
between religion and politics, it also raises questions
of paramount concern to an understanding of Islam
in medieval north India. The book is divided into
three sections. The first section explores the Afghan
attempts at empire-building under the leadership of
Sher Shah Sur. Discussing the incorporation of the
Rajputs in the Afghan imperial project, the second
part deals with the prevalent ideals and institutions of
governance. The last segment investigates the
social and political role of the Sufis. Questioning the
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overemphasis on the Sultanate and Mughal periods
in Indian history writing, Aquil projects a dynamic
view of the Afghan period.
The Institute Of Banking Personnel Selection (IBPS)
is a recruitment body that was started with the aim to
encourage the recruitment and placement of young
graduates in public sector banks in India, other than
the State Bank of India. The type of work which the
specialist officers undergo varies from post to post in
IBPS SO. The IBPS Specialist Officers post includes
IBPS SO Law, IBPS SO IT, IBPS SO Rajbjasha
Adhikari Officer etc.
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